
Name 3 earldoms in Anglo-Saxon England.

What earldom did Harold Godwinson control?

What was the embassy to Normandy?

Name the three sections earldoms were divided into.

Why was the blood feud system a failure?

Explain what the Witan had the power to advise the king on.

Title: Why was there an uprising against Earl Tostig? 

Learning Objectives
-Explain what caused an uprising against Earl Tostig. 
Explain the responses to the uprising and the outcome for Tostig. 
Assess the importance of the uprising. 



Name 3 earldoms in Anglo-Saxon England.
Northumbria, East Anglia, Mercia, Wessex, Kent

What earldom did Harold Godwinson control?
Wessex (also controlled Hereford)

What was the embassy to Normandy?
Harold’s trip to Normandy on behalf of Edward the Confessor

Name the three sections earldoms were divided into.
Shires, hundreds and tithings

Why was the blood feud system a failure?
Lasted generations and could spread to communities (no compensation) 

Explain what the Witan had the power to advise the king on.
Possible threats from foreign powers, religious affairs, land disputes

Title: Why was there an uprising against Earl Tostig? 

Learning Objectives
-Explain what caused an uprising against Earl Tostig. 
Explain the responses to the uprising and the outcome for Tostig. 
Assess the importance of the uprising. 



Title: Why was there an uprising against Earl Tostig? 

Learning Objectives
Explain what caused an uprising against Earl Tostig. 
Explain the responses to the uprising and the outcome for Tostig. 
Assess the importance of the uprising. 

Rule of law, 
individual liberty, 

lack of: mutual 
respect or 
tolerance. 

What 
methods of 
protest do 
we use 
today?



What 
methods of 

protest do we 
use today?

Learning Objectives
Explain what caused an uprising against Earl Tostig. 
Explain the responses to the uprising and the outcome for Tostig. 
Assess the importance of the uprising. 

Synonyms for protest:
Challenge, demonstration, dissent, objection, 
outcry, question, revolt, riot, turmoil, uprising
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Tostig Godwinson
Watch the video and answer the following questions.

1. Where did the uprising happen and 
why was it important?

2. Why do the people of Northumbria 
dislike Tostig?

3. What happens during the uprising?

Challenge: How important is the uprising 
for challenging the power of the Godwin 
family?

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=dH7MBfMjIsk

Learning Objectives
Explain what caused an uprising against Earl Tostig. 
Explain the responses to the uprising and the outcome for Tostig. 
Assess the importance of the uprising. 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=dH7MBfMjIsk


Tostig Godwinson became Earl of Northumberland in 1055 after the 
death of Earl Siward. Northumbria was an important earldom because 
it was very large, it guarded the border with Scotland and had a very 
long history of Viking attacks and settlement. It was an obvious entry 
point for further Viking invasions.

Northumbria was very different from Wessex, the richest of all the 
earldoms and the Godwin’s powerbase in the south of England. Much 
of it was part of the Danelaw, the area that had been settled by Vikings. 
There were some different laws and customs, hence ‘Dane-law’. 

Earl Tostig ruled Northumbria for ten years. In October 1065, there was 
an uprising against Tostig, led by important Northumbrian thegns. 
There were several reasons for the rising. 

Draw a picture to represent each reason for the uprising with a brief 
description of each. For example: 
Tostig taxed Northumbria too heavily. This was resented.

Title: Reasons for the uprising against Tostig



Harold’s response to the rising:

King Edward agreed to the terms of the rebels. Harold married Morcar’s 
sister (his second wife) and was given large landholdings in Mercia. The 
rising had begun at the start of October 1065. By 1st November Tostig was 
exiled.

The evidence suggests that:

• Harold, like the king’s other advisers, agreed that Tostig had pushed 
Northumbria too far: Tostig was to blame for the rising.

• Furious that Harold had not backed him, Tostig angrily accused Harold 
of having conspired against him, saying that the rising was a plot to 
replace him.

• King Edward commanded an army to be raised to put down the rising, 
but his command was not obeyed. Harold made excuses and the other 
earls did the same.

• Edward therefore had no choice but to accept the rebels’ demands. 
Their chose of Morcar was diplomatic- another southerner, like Edward 
himself, when the rebels could have pushed for a Northumbrian, such as 
Waltheof, the son of their old earl, Siward.

In your books answer the following questions:

1. What happened to Tostig after the 
uprising? 

After the uprising Tostig was…

2. How did Tostig react to his brother’s 
betrayal?

Tostig reacted…

3. Why did Edward have no choice in his 
actions?

Edward had no choice but to…

Challenge:
In your own words, give  three reasons why you 
think Harold went against King Edward’s wishes 
over the rising against Tostig.

Learning Objectives
Explain what caused an uprising against Earl Tostig. 
Explain the responses to the uprising and the outcome for Tostig. 
Assess the importance of the uprising. 



Harold’s response to the rising:

King Edward agreed to the terms of the rebels. Harold married 
Morcar’s sister (his second wife) and was given large landholdings in 
Mercia. The rising had begun at the start of October 1065. By 1st

November Tostig was exiled.

The evidence suggests that:

• Harold, like the king’s other advisers, agreed that Tostig had pushed 
Northumbria too far: Tostig was to blame for the rising.

• Furious that Harold had not backed him, Tostig angrily accused 
Harold of having conspired against him, saying that the rising was 
a plot to replace him.

• King Edward commanded an army to be raised to put down the 
rising, but his command was not obeyed. Harold made excuses 
and the other earls did the same.

• Edward therefore had no choice but to accept the rebels’ 
demands. Their chose of Morcar was diplomatic- another 
southerner, like Edward himself, when the rebels could have 
pushed for a Northumbrian, such as Waltheof, the son of their old 
earl, Siward.

1. What happened to Tostig after the uprising? 
After the uprising Tostig was exiled by 1st November 

1065.

2. How did Tostig react to his brother’s betrayal?
Tostig reacted angrily, accusing Harold of having 

conspired against him, saying that the rising was a plot 
to replace him.

3. Why did Edward have no choice in his actions?
Edward had no choice but to accept rebel demands and 

choose Morcar as they were being reasonable and he had 
no alternative due to his command for an army being 

ignored.

Challenge:
1. Edward was old and ill (Harold next king)
2. Harold wanted a united kingdom to hold off external threats 

(Normandy and Scandinavia)
3. Tostig was an enemy to Harold’s claim to the throne.

Learning Objectives
Explain what caused an uprising against Earl Tostig. 
Explain the responses to the uprising and the outcome for Tostig. 
Assess the importance of the uprising. 



Edward the Confessor had no 
children with his wife, Edith of 
Wessex, daughter of Earl Godwin. 
This meant that, when he died on 
5th January 1066, there was a 
succession (the process that 
decides who should be the next 
king or queen and ‘succeed’ to 
the throne) crisis.

Edith

Stigand, Anglo-Saxon 
Archbishop of 
Canterbury

Harold

1. Who holds the most power at the time of this event? 

2. Can you predict a problem for Harold Godwinson based on what you have learned today?

Edward, holding his hand out to Harold. 
Some sources claim Harold said ‘I 
commend this woman (Edith) with all the 
kingdom to your protection’. Harold 
understood this to mean that he was to 
be king.



1. Explain why there was a rising 
against Earl Tostig in 1065. (12)

You may use the following in your 
answer:

• The Danelaw
• Taxation

E x am tip

‘E x plain why ’ ques tions  require y ou to identify  
relevant points  that y ou can link  together  to make a 
convincing ex planation.  T ake care not s imply  to tell 
the s tor y  of the rebellion,  which would be 
des cr iption.  Ins tead, link  each point y ou make to the 
ques tion through analy s is .

Paper 1B: ASNE Question 4. T5

12 Mark “Explain why”

Paragraph 1:
Point-“One reason why there was an uprising 
against Tostig was taxation.”
Evidence-“For example/This meant that…”
Explain- “This was important because…”
Link to the question- “This caused… because…”

Paragraph 2:
Point- “Another reason why there was an uprising 
against Tostig was the Danelaw.”
Evidence- “For example/This meant that…”
Explain “This was important because…”
Link to the question- “This caused… because…”

Paragraph 3:
Point- “A final reason why… is…”
Evidence- “For example/This meant that…”
Explain- “This was important because…”

Mark scheme for this question

Mark scheme for this question
1-3 marks-Simple answer no real knowledge shown.
4-6 marks- some explanation given, some knowledge shown.
MAX 5 marks if nothing used except 2 ideas given.
7-9 marks- Good explanation using some good own knowledge.
MAX 8 marks if nothing used except 2 ideas given.
10-12 marks-Good explanation, good own knowledge, keeps focussed 
on the question.

Success criteria:

Tick each box to show your progress.

Paragraph 1:
 I have given one clear point about 

why there was an uprising against 
Tostig.

 I have given evidence to support 
my point.

 I have explained WHY this made 
people rise against Tostig.

 I have linked to the question.

Paragraph 2:
 I have given a DIFFERENT clear 

point about why there was an 
uprising against Tostig.

 I have given evidence to support 
my point.

 I have explained WHY this made 
people rise against Tostig.

 I have linked to the question.

Paragraph 3:
 I have given a final DIFFERENT clear 

point about why there was an 
uprising against Tostig.

 I have given evidence to support 
my point.

 I have explained WHY this made 
people rise against Tostig.

 I have linked to the question.



1. Explain why there was a rising 
against Earl Tostig in 1065. (12)

You may use the following in your 
answer:

• The Danelaw
• Taxation

E x am tip

‘E x plain why ’ ques tions  require y ou to identify  
relevant points  that y ou can link  together  to make a 
convincing ex planation.  T ake care not s imply  to tell 
the s tor y  of the rebellion,  which would be 
des cr iption.  Ins tead, link  each point y ou make to the 
ques tion through analy s is .

Paper 1B: ASNE Question 4. T7

12 Mark “Explain why”

Paragraph 1:
Point-“One reason why there was an uprising 
against Tostig was taxation.”
Evidence-“For example/This meant that…” … “In 
addition…”
Explain- “This was important because…”
Link to the question- “This caused… because…”

Paragraph 2:
Point- “Another reason why there was an uprising 
against Tostig was the Danelaw.”
Evidence- “For example/This meant that…” … “In 
addition….”
Explain “This was important because…”
Link to the question- “This caused… because…”

Paragraph 3:
Point- “A final reason why… is…”
Evidence- “For example/This meant that…”
Explain- “This was important because…”

Mark scheme for this question

Mark scheme for this question
1-3 marks-Simple answer no real knowledge shown.
4-6 marks- some explanation given, some knowledge shown.
MAX 5 marks if nothing used except 2 ideas given.
7-9 marks- Good explanation using some good own knowledge.
MAX 8 marks if nothing used except 2 ideas given.
10-12 marks-Good explanation, good own knowledge, keeps focussed 
on the question.

Success criteria:

Tick each box to show your progress.

Paragraph 1:
 I have given one clear point about 

why there was an uprising against 
Tostig.

 I have given DETAILED evidence to 
support my point.

 I have explained WHY this made 
people rise against Tostig.

 I have linked to the question.

Paragraph 2:
 I have given a DIFFERENT clear 

point about why there was an 
uprising against Tostig.

 I have given DETAILED evidence to 
support my point.

 I have explained WHY this made 
people rise against Tostig.

 I have linked to the question.

Paragraph 3:
 I have given a final DIFFERENT clear 

point about why there was an 
uprising against Tostig.

 I have given DETAILED evidence to 
support my point.

 I have explained WHY this made 
people rise against Tostig.

 I have linked to the question.



1. Explain why there was a rising 
against Earl Tostig in 1065. (12)

You may use the following in your 
answer:

• The Danelaw
• Taxation

E x am tip

‘E x plain why ’ ques tions  require y ou to identify  
relevant points  that y ou can link  together  to make a 
convincing ex planation.  T ake care not s imply  to tell 
the s tor y  of the rebellion,  which would be 
des cr iption.  Ins tead, link  each point y ou make to the 
ques tion through analy s is .

Paper 1B: ASNE Question 4. T9

12 Mark “Explain why”

Paragraph 1:
Point-“One reason why there was an uprising against 
Tostig was taxation.”
Evidence-“For example/This meant that…” … “In 
addition…”
Explain- “This was important because…”
Link to the question- “This caused… because…” 
“Therefore, it can be argued that …”

Paragraph 2:
“Another reason why there was an uprising against Tostig 
was ...”
“For example/This meant that…” … “In addition….”
“This was important because…”
“This caused… because…” 
“This reason is more/less important than… because…”

Paragraph 3:
“A final reason why… is…”
“For example/This meant that…”
“This was important because…”
“This reason is more/less important than … because”

Mark scheme for this question

Mark scheme for this question
1-3 marks-Simple answer no real knowledge shown.
4-6 marks- some explanation given, some knowledge shown.
MAX 5 marks if nothing used except 2 ideas given.
7-9 marks- Good explanation using some good own knowledge.
MAX 8 marks if nothing used except 2 ideas given.
10-12 marks-Good explanation, good own knowledge, keeps focussed 
on the question.

Success criteria:

Tick each box to show your progress.

Paragraph 1:
 I have given one clear point about why 

there was an uprising against Tostig.
 I have given DETAILED evidence to 

support my point.
 I have explained WHY this made 

people rise against Tostig.
 I have linked to the question.

Paragraph 2:
 I have given a DIFFERENT clear point 

about why there was an uprising 
against Tostig.

 I have given DETAILED evidence to 
support my point.

 I have explained WHY this made 
people rise against Tostig.

 I have linked to the question.
 I have compared one reason to 

another reason.

Paragraph 3:
 I have given a final DIFFERENT clear 

point about why there was an uprising 
against Tostig.

 I have given DETAILED evidence to 
support my point.

 I have explained WHY this made 
people rise against Tostig.

 I have linked to the question.
 I have compared one reason to 

another reason.
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